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With archive material
stored on Silent Bricks,
away you go!
Getting video material from an archive to an outside broadcast
vehicle or mobile studio used to mean making a physical copy
onto tape or moving entire NAS systems.
Now, transporting archive material on Silent Bricks provides the
easiest method for having feeds instantaneously available in the
broadcast van or on location – and, most importantly, ensuring all
of your data remains secured against loss.

Silent Bricks

Silent Brick Drive

Broadcasting from live events has become a
highly complex undertaking with huge technical challenges. In addition to slow motion and
analysis functions, standard setups also have to
enable access to correspondingly relevant archive material.
Yet hauling along archive material still poses its
own formidable challenges. Depending on the
media used for archiving, relevant clips must be
sifted through at the station and all copied together onto a suitable transport medium. This
material then needs to be copied back into the
memory system of the remote vehicle, where there is generally only very limited space.
Portable storage units, which are now able to
accommodate several terabytes and thus hours
of material, are only of limited use since “on the
fly” technology is not an option for outside broadcast vehicles. Integration into the IP-based
environment also normally requires the respective
copying processes, eating up even more time.

Hello. I’m your Silent Brick.
From the archive...

In its Silent Bricks, FAST LTA developed an extremely versatile storage system made infinitely
scalable by its removable storage containers. Originally developed for secure data archiving, the
system provides a host of advantages that all the
other solutions on the market simply can’t touch,
especially when it comes to remote broadcasting
operations.
Make it to go, please!

Flash or disk, up to 24 TB, secured.

Silent Bricks are portable storage containers.
Their sturdy aluminum housing protecting the
data carrier from physical agents and their built-in
handle making the media easy to carry thereby
incorporating the underlying essentials of transportability.

Each Silent Brick contains 12 disks or SSDs,
offering up to 24 or 12 TB gross, respektively.
Through industry standard data protection, up to
3 of these can fail without losing any data. Optional encryption secures the stored data from
unauthorized access.

Whether an archive is already stored on Silent
Bricks or on other data carriers, the fast 10G
Ethernet connection ensures the material transfers quickly onto the transport Brick. Physical
separation of different subject matter is thereby
inherent to the system: one event = one Silent
Brick. The ePaper display on the Brick’s handle
always displays its content, even without power.
...out into the field.
Just like that, the archive material makes its way
into the mobile studio. Where it meets
a slim Silent Brick drive with 2 slots and another
10G connection. Insert the Silent Brick, mount a
volume, and enjoy ready access to every single
clip at virtually any location.
En route.

While NAS units can in contrast be connected
directly to broadcasting systems and prevent
data loss by redundancy coding, they can hardly be called “portable” at least in terms of the
rack-suited variants as required in professional
environments.

Big league bonus: When material needs to be
forwarded from the field, conventional storage
systems fall short. However, by its very nature, a
Silent Brick is always ready for transport and can
be on its way to any corner of the world within
just a few short hours.

What’s missing in the field is a reliable portable
medium that can be directly integrated into an
outside broadcasting vehicle, provides immediate
access to the stored material, and yet still proves
cost-effective.
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FAST LTA.
Passion for data protection.
We secure petabytes – the credo of FAST LTA AG, Munich.
Underlying this tenet is a solemn promise to always serve
the data needs of our customers. A promise reflected in
each and every detail of the storage products developed
by Matthias Zahn and his team.
Our simple standard: Never lose a single bit of a
customer’s data. Which is why we develop all our critical
components in-house, extensively testing and continually
improving them. This includes the implementation of
redundant erasure coding far superior to conventional RAID
in protecting against data loss.
We accompany that technology with our self-checking
Digital Audit and employ a mixture of three different hard
disk models within one storage unit, thereby providing each
redundancy array with an added layer of security. In fact,
our storage products are so secure that – provided the
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physical location itself is secure – no further backup is ever
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needed.
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